
Philippine Travel Made Easy, as tripmoba.com Launches as First Filipino Online Travel Site

BONIFACIO GLOBAL CITY, PHILIPPINES – Some of the country’s top editors and representatives of 

the local travel community were all abuzz at the recent press launch of tripmoba.com – the first 

Philippine-focused travel engine of its kind and a revolutionary portal that was developed by 

Philippine-based e-Commerce company, Transnational eGlobal, Inc. (TeGI), a member of the 

Transnational Diversified Group (TDG). 

Set at the heart of Bonifacio Global City last 10 September, the Aracama restaurant was reinvented 

as a tropical destination for the night, as journalists, writers and editors braved the rains and traffic 

jams across the metro to witness the launch of the new travel website. Guests were treated to 

personalized cocktails by Don Papa Rum and sumptuous culinary fare by Chef Fernando Aracama 

himself, which included crispy bagnet wraps, bangus and mushroom lumpia rolls, skewered chicken 

inasal and a lambanog-infused sago’tgulaman.

Lucky attendees wonexciting raffle prizes, including a 3D/2N stay at The Bellevue Resort in Bohol, 

which was won by CharmagneLaconico of Metro and a 3D/2N stay at Costa Pacifica Raintree in 

Baler, which was won by PhilStarSupreme’sDavid Milan. The Grand Prize, an all-expense trip to 

Club Paradise in Coron, was won by Liza Ilarde of Manila Bulletin. tripmoba.com PresidentZaki 

Delgado was also present at the event, and took the stage to formally introduce tripmoba.com and 

welcome all of the guests to the event.

(L-R) Raintree Hospitality Group Marketing Manager Carmela T. Sison, PhilStarSupreme’s David Milan and tripmoba.com’s 

Lara Santos



(L-R) Lara Santos, Tim Yap, Metro’s Michealle Torres and tripmoba.com President Zaki Delgado

(L-R) Patron Publishing’s Paolo Lorenzana, Metro’s Michealle Torres, tripmoba.com’s Third Umali and Zaki Delgado, Status 

Magazine’s Rosario Herrera and Golden ABC Brand Director Jeff Bascon

(L-R) Metro’s Michealle Torres and CharmagneLaconico, Manila Bulletin’s Liza Ilarde, Circuit’s JR Isaac, Metro’s Patrick Ty 

and Patron Publishing’s Paolo Lorenzana



“We are a team of creative, passionate individuals who share a love for travel,” Mr. Delgado says, as 

he acknowledges the tripmoba.com team and their collective dedication in providing Filipinos with 

a convenient one-stop website for travelers to plan an entire trip from beginning to end. Users can 

search for the price and availability of airfare and accommodations, and pay instantly online. The 

website also carries experience packages for added adventure and excitement while travelling, and 

users are given the opportunity to have constant access of their itinerary, provide reviews and 

recommendations, and share their personal travel experiences with fellow travelers.

At the end of the event, guests were given tote bags containing tripmoba.com shirts and vanity 

kits, as well as items by Belo Sun and FLY Shades. 

So, #anongtripmo? Register at tripmoba.com and together, let’s make great travel stories!


